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Abstract
For the simple modules of the cyclotomic Hecke algebras of type
A and rank e, there are two distinct representations, by e-regular
multipartitions or by Littelmann paths, both of which are currently
constructed recursively, using programs which begin to slow down at
current computer speeds at around degree n = 20. In this paper we
investigate a class of the Littelmann paths for which there is a di-
rect translation between the Littelmann path and its multipartition,
without any need for recursive calculation of either.
1 INTRODUCTION
The problem of calculating the e-regular multipartions of type A in a non-
recursive manner has shown only slow progress. It is known for r = 1.
Mathas settled it for e = 2 in [M], and Ariki, Kreiman and Tsuchioka for
r = 2 in [AKT]. A few other results extending these are also available. We
are trying to attack the problem through Littelmann paths, by trying to
find a direct way to translate the Littelmann path of a crystal basis element.
We are trying to do this for corner elements of the crystal, which we call
“external”. We have started with the case e = 2, for which everything is
known about the multipartitions, but little about the Littelmann paths. For
those Littelmann paths we call “external”, we do manage to find a good
translation from Littelmann paths to multipartitions and back again, and
we believe that it can be broadly generalized to e > 2.
2 DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
Let g be the affine Lie algebra A(1)e−1. Let C be the Cartan matrix, and δ
the null root. Let Λ be a dominant integral weight, let V (Λ) be the highest
weight module with that highest weight, and let P (Λ) be the set of weights
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of V (Λ). Let Q be the Z-lattice generated by the simple roots,
α0, . . . , αe−1.
Let Q+ be the subset of Q in which all coefficients are non-negative.
The weight space P of the affine Lie algebra has two different bases. One
is given by the fundamental weights together with the null root, Λ0, . . . ,Λe−1, δ,
and one is given by Λ0, α0, . . . , αe−1. We will usually use the first basis for
our weights.
The highest weight module V (Λ) is integrable. Every weight λ has the
form Λ − α, for α ∈ Q+. The vector of nonnegative integers giving the
coefficients of α is called the content of λ. We will not repeat all the standard
material about the symmetric form (− | −), which can be found in [Ka]. We
follow [Kl] in defining
def(λ) =
1
2
((Λ | Λ)− (λ | λ)).
Since we are in a highest weight module, we always have (Λ | Λ) ≥ (λ | λ),
and the defect is in fact an integer for the affine Lie algebras of type A treated
in this paper. The weights of defect 0 are those lying in the Weyl group orbit
of Λ and will play an important role in the definition of the Littelmann paths.
Define
maxP (Λ) = {λ ∈ P (Λ) | λ+ δ 6∈ P (Λ)},
and by [Ka], every element of P (Λ) is of the form {y+kδ | y ∈ maxP (Λ), k ∈
Z≥0}. Let W denote the Weyl group, which in our case is the symmetric
group Se+1, generated by s0, . . . , se−1.
By the ground-breaking work of Chuang and Rouquier [CR], the highest
weight module V (Λ) can be categorified. The weight spaces lift to categories
of representations of blocks of cyclotomic Hecke algebras, the basis vectors
lift to simple modules, the Chevalley generators ei, fi lift to restriction and
induction functors Ei, Fi, and the simple reflections in the Weyl group lift
to derived equivalences, which in a few important cases are actually Morita
equivalences. We will not be using the categorified version, but it provides
the underlying motivation for trying to understand the multipartitions which
label the simple modules of the cyclotomic Hecke algebras.
We will use the Littelmann path model in the form given in [N], in
which each Littelmann path will have a fixed parametrization. The theory
originated with work of Lakshmibai and Seshadri, but it was Littelman in
[L] who proved many of the morst important properties of the path model
of the highest weight representations. A path pi is a continuous, piecewise
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linear function from the closed interval [0, 1] into the real space R ⊗Z P (Λ)
such that pi(0) = 0 and pi(1) ∈ P (Λ). Let P denote the set of paths. The
LS-representation of a Littelmann path will be
(ν1, . . . , νs; a1, a2, . . . , as = 1).
where the νi are all defect 0 weights, lying in the Weyl group orbit of Λ.
The straight subpaths of the Littelmann path pi(t) will be parameterized by
the intervals [aj−1, aj ],where a0 = 0. The corner weights which form the
endpoints of the straight subpaths will be κ0 = 0 and
κj =
j∑
`=1
(a` − a`−1)ν`
The parameterization of subpath j is given by
pi(t) = κj−1 + (t− aj−1)νj
For any residue  in I, we define a function Hpi (t) = 〈pi(t), h〉, which is
simply the projection of the path onto the coefficient of Λ. We then set
m = min
t
(Hpi (t)).
This minimum is always achieved at one of the finite set of corner weights.
We let Pint be the set of paths for which this m is an integer for all  ∈ I.
Littelmann proves in [L], Lemma 4.5(d), that all the Littelmann paths in the
crystal for a dominant weight Λ lie in Pint. Note that since pi(1) ∈ P (Λ), all
the numbers Hpi (1) are integers.
Definition 2.1. Littelmann’s function f is given on Pint as follows:
• If Hpi (1) = m, then f(pi) = 0
• Set
t0 = max
t
{t ∈ [0, 1] | Hpi (t) = m}
t1 = min
t
{t ∈ [t0, 1] | Hpi (t) = m + 1}
then if Hpi (t) is monotonically increasing on the interval [t0, t1], we
define
f(pi)(t) =

pi(t) t ∈ [0, t0]
pi(t0) + s(pi(t)− pi(t0)) t ∈ [t0, t1]
pi(t)− α t ∈ [t1, 1]
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The more complicated case, which will not occur in the paper, can be
found in [L].
The definition of e is dual and reverses the action of f.
In the original Littelmann article [L], he deals with the case that the
path being reflected is broken into discontinuous segments or, if not actually
discontinuous, at least broken, in the sense that one needs to reflect several
short pieces in order to get from m to m + 1. Littelmann defines an a-
path for a rational number a, and this is also used by [AKT], but in the
Littelmann paths we will encounter in this paper, those we call standard,
there are no broken paths and no need for a-paths.
Definition 2.2. Let B = B(Λ) be the crystal of a dominant integral weight
Λ. For any b ∈ B, we let θ(b) = (θ0, . . . , θe−1) be the hub of b, where
θi = 〈wt(b), hi〉
The hub is the projection of the weight of b onto the subspace of the weight
space generated by the fundament weights [Fa].
Definition 2.3. We say that an element b of B is external if for any i for
which θi ≥ 0, then ei(b) = 0.
It follows from the work of Scopes [Sc] and generalizations by Ariki and
Koike [AK], Kleshchev and Brundan [Kl], that if we have a weight all of whose
crystal elements are external, then acting on the block of the cyclotomic
Hecke algebra by the Weyl group in the direction increasing the degree, will
produce a Morita equivalence. For every defect, there is a degree after which
all weights of that defect are external, so the external vertices are a sort of
limit case. We now investigate them.
3 MULTIPARTITIONS
There are three distinct representations for an element of a crystal B(Λ) of
type A, by its Littelmann path, by its multipartitions, and by its canonical
basis. In this paper we are concerned only with the first two, looking for cases
where there is a direct connection between them, where we can read off the
multipartition from the Littelmann path or the Littelmann path from the
multitipartition. We have to assume that we know the ceiling and floor of an
multipartition, constructed in [AKT] from an LS-representation by letting
the ceiling be ν1 and the floor be νs. Since there is a unique multipartition
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correspoinding to a defect 0 weight, the authors of [AKT] sometimes let the
νi be multipartitions, but in this article they will always refer to the weights.
We now reverse the order of the indices from that used in [K2] or [AKT].
We assume that for any ceiling µ, we have fixed a reduced word siq , . . . , si1
and the sequence of defect 0 weights µ = µq, µq−1, . . . , µ0, with µj = sijµj−1,
going back to Λ.
In order to generate the e-regular multipartitions, we must choose an
ordering of the fundamental weights in Λ,
Λ = Λk1 + · · ·+ Λkr
We will follow Mathas in [M] in requiring k1 ≤ k2 ≤ · · · ≤ kr. We can then
summarize by setting
Λ = a0Λ0 + · · ·+ ae−1Λe−1
The Young diagram of the multipartition of a defect 0 weight λ will be
represented by Y (λ). If the `-th partition λ` of λ is nonempty, then we
associate to each node in the Young diagram a residue, where the node (i, j)
is given residue
k` + j − i
This will be called a k`-corner partition.
If we let dj be the number of times we must operate on µj−1 with fij to
produce the reflection sij , then in terms of the multipartitions, we have
dj = #(Y (µj)− Y (µj−1))
that is to say, the number of nodes in the difference between the two Young
diagrams. Now we let
cj = #((Y (µj)− Y (µj−1)) ∩ Y (λ))
Clearly cj ≤ dj for all j.
Definition 3.1. Given a choice of reduced word and a sequence µq, µq−1, . . . , µ0
of defect-0 weights as above set
ej =
cj
dj
for j > 0 and set e0 = 1. Let
jp, jp−1, . . . , j0
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be the subsequence of q, q − 1, . . . , 0 of j for which ej 6= ej+1 so the µj0 will
be the floor. Then the LS-representation
(µjp , . . . , µj0 ; ejp , . . . , ej0)
will be called standard.
Example 1. (A standard LS-representation) Let e = 3. let Λ = 3Λ0 and
set λ = [[8, 6, 1], [], []]. The ceiling is the defect zero multipartition with
weight −12Λ1 + 15Λ2 − 24δ, which corresponds to three copies of the par-
tition [8, 6, 4, 2]. If we calculate the dj , descending from 8 to 1, we get
12, 12, 9, 9, 6, 6, 3, 3. The cj in the same order are 2, 2, 2, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1. The
quotients are then 16 ,
1
6 ,
2
9 ,
1
3 ,
1
3 ,
1
3 ,
1
3 ,
1
3 .
Finally, we get e0 = 1. When we eliminate all j for which ej = ej+1, we
are then left with µ8, µ6, µ5,Λ as the weights, and 16 ,
2
9 ,
1
3 , 1 as the fractions.
Since we take difference between the fractions, the actual Littelman path is
1
6
µ8,
1
18
µ6,
1
9
µ5,
2
3
Λ
We are dealing, in this paper, with the e-regular case, in which addable
node are added from the top right down to the bottom left, as distinguished
from the e-restricted case in [Kl] and [AKT] where the addable nodes are
added from the bottom left to upper right. In trying to reconstruct the
multipartition in a non-recursive fashion from the Littelmann path in the
form we have written it, all we have is the number of nodes of λ intersecting
(Y (µj)−Y (µj−1)), not their location. However, if they are fact located from
the top down, then we could indeed reconstruct λ if we know the ceiling and
the fractions correponding to the various µj .
4 THE CLASSICAL CASE
We first consider the classical case of e = 2 and r = 1, in which the basis ele-
ments of the highest weight module correspond to the simple modules of the
symmetric groups over a field of characteristic 2, and thus to the 2-regular
partitions. In this case the connection between the partition and the Lit-
telmann path is completely transparent, and the proofs are correspondingly
uncomplicated. The 2-regularity means that no parts are repeated, and the
partitions are strict.
The Chuang-Rouquier categorification [CR] tells us that if we start with
an internal vertex and act by elements of the Weyl group in the direction of
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increasing n, this new block is derived equivalent to the original and has the
same defect. Scopes reduction [Sc] tells us that for any defect there is a degree
after which each block of the symmetric group with that defect corresponds
to an external vertex of the reduced crystal [AS], and thereafter, all the
derived equivalences obtained by acting with elements of the Weyl group in
the direction of greater n become Morita equivalences. We want to show
that in the LS-representation, the Littelmann paths for the external vertices
have a simple combinatorial description from the shape of the partition, and
are all standard.
In terms of the crystal, we may assume that we have Λ = Λ0. The defect
0 vertices of the reduced crystal are all of the form
. . . s1s0s1s0uΛ
In terms of partitions these are simply the triangular partitions
λj = (j, j − 1, j − 2, . . . , 1)
The full weight is given by
τj = wt(λj) =
−jΛ0 + (j + 1)Λ1 −
(
j+1
2
)2
δ, n ≡ 1 mod (2),
(j + 1)Λ0 − jΛ1 −
(
j
2
)2
δ, n ≡ 0 mod (2),
where we see that the coefficient of the null root δ is a function of j. The
hub θj for τj is [−j, j+ 1] is j is odd, and [j+ 1,−j] if j is even. Thus it lies
in the second quadrant if j is odd and in the fourth quadrant if j is even.
In [AKT], Ariki, Kreiman and Tsuchioka prove that for a multipartition
λ, if `(λ) is the length of the first row of λ and a(λ) is the length of the first
column, then
ceil(λ) = τ`(λ)
floor(λ) = τa(λ)
In this paper, we will fill in the remaining values in the Littelmann path
pi(λ) = (ν1, . . . , νr; a1, a2, . . . , ar). We will generally work, not with the Lit-
telmann path itself, but with its projection onto the hub, from which the
coefficient of the δ can be calculating using the formulae for the δ values of
the defect 0 weights given above.
Definition 4.1. Let λ be an e−regular partition for e = 2. We call λ
alternating if the parity of the rows alternates between odd and even.
Lemma 4.1. If e = 2 and r = 1, then every alternating partition for which
the last row is odd, is external.
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Proof. Since the partition is alternating, every row ends with the same
residue. Then all the addable nodes at the end of the rows have identi-
cal residues, say , and all the removable nodes have residue 1− , since we
are in the rank 2 case. Since the last row is odd, the first element of the
last row is also of residue 1− , so the addable node at the bottom also has
residue  like the other addable node. Since there are no removable nodes
of residue , we have e(λ) = 0. Acting by s will give us a new alternating
partition, whose last row, being 1, is odd, so by induction, the partition λ is
external.
Definition 4.2. Let λ be an alternating partition. A segment in λ is a
maximal sequence of rows
λn, λn+1, . . . , λm
such that each difference λi−λi+1 equals 1. Since a segment can be a single
row, λ is a sequence of segments µ1, . . . , µk.
Let ni be the length of the first row of segment µi. Let bi be the number
of rows from the bottom of segment µi to the top of the partition λ, so that
segment µi contains bi − bi−1 rows, and the length of the last row is
ni − (bi − bi+1) + 1.
For convenience set b0 = 0, nk+1 = 0. We now set
n′i = ni + bi−1
This is the top row of the minimal defect 0 partition which contains segment
i.
Remark 4.1. Because the segments are offset from each other, we have n′1 >
n′2 > · · · > n′k
Example 2. λ = (8, 7, 4, 1). There are three segments:
µ1 = (8, 7), µ2 = (4), µ3 = (1).
Then
n1 = 8, b0 = 0, n
′
1 = 8
n2 = 4, b1 = 2, n
′
2 = 6
n3 = 1, b2 = 3, n
′
3 = 4
n4 = 0, b3 = 4.
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Lemma 4.2. Set ui = n′i − n′i+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ i. Then ui is always even if
i < k, so the numbers n1 = n′1, n′2, . . . , n′k−1 all have the same parity. If the
last row of λ is odd, then uk is also even, whereas, if the last row is even, ui
is odd.
Proof. Since λ is alternating, the difference between the last row of µi and
the first row ni+1 of µi+1, must be odd. Then
(ni − ni+1)− (bi − bi−1) + 1
is odd, and therefore
ui = (ni + bi−1)− (ni+1 + bi)
must be even.
If the last row of λ is odd, then since nk+1 was defined to be zero, the
formula holds true also for i = k. If the last row is even, then
(nk − nk+1)− (bk − bk+1) + 1 = uk + 1
is even, so uk is odd
Lemma 4.3. Every alternating partition can be obtained from the empty
partition by a sequence of two types of operations :
1. Widening: acting by f bk .
2. Deepening: acting by one of the Weyl group generators s.
Proof. We do an induction on number of nodes m of the partition. If m = 0,
then λ=φ and there nothing to prove. Assume the statement is true for
every partition ν with |ν| < m. Let λ be an alternating partition with m
nodes.
There are two cases:
1. The last row is a singleton. We have k segments, and if the node in
the last row is , then we can operate by s. We get a partition ν with
|ν| < m that is alternating, because we removed one node from each
row, so the differences remain the same.
2. The last row is > 1 . Suppose that the last row of λ ends on , and we
have k segments, then if we want to keep the alternating structure of λ
we should operate by ebk . In this situation we get a partition |ν| < m
that is alternating and thus, by the induction hypothesis, can be built
up by deepening and widening operations. We now operate by f bk to
recover λ.
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Remark 4.2. The total sequence of operations, in terms of the segment struc-
ture, is as follows: b1 operations of deepening, u1 operations of widening,
b2 − b1 operations of deepening, u2 operations of widening, and more gener-
ally, bi−bi−1 operations of deepening, followed by ui operations of widening,
and so one to the end. Adding these up, one finds that the total number of
operations is n1, since each operation adds one node to the first row.
Definition 4.3. We define the hinge points of an alternating partition λ for
e = 2 to be the points
P i2s =
(
bi
n′i − 2s+ 1
)
θn′i−2s
P i2s+1 =
(
bi
n′i − 2s
)
θn′i−2s
for all 0 ≤ 2s ≤ ui. In addition, to simplify the formulae, we set P 00 = (0, 0).
Where necessary, we will specify the partition λ as part of the notation,
writing P ij (λ).
Definition 4.4. For each integer h ∈ Z, we define a square in the plane of
hubs, Ah = {[x, y] | h ≤ x ≤ h + 1,−h ≤ y ≤ −h + 1}. Note that the left
bottom corner of the square is (h,−h).
Remark 4.3. Since the hub θj equals [−j, j + 1] or [j + 1,−j], we see that
the hinge points all lie on the bottom and left sides of A−bi for k is odd and
Abi if k is even. For example if n
′
i is odd, then since bi ≤ n′i < n′i + 1
P i0 = [
−bin′i
n′i + 1
, bi]
and
P i1 = [−bi,
bi(n
′
i + 1)
n′i
]
are on the bottom and left sides of A−bi , respectively. Such sections of the
path, which zig-zag between the two sides of the square, will be called the
“oscillating” sections of the path. The straight paths from P i2s to P i2s+1 will
be called “on-center” because they lie on a vector through the origin, θn′i−2s,
while the paths from P i2s+1 to P i2s+2 will be called “off-center”.
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From Lemma 4.3, we know that λ can be gotten by widening and deepen-
ing operations. We now give an explicit description of the straight subpaths
of the Littelmann path in terms of these endpoints, which will be hinge
points.
Lemma 4.4. For an alternating partition λ, the Littelman path piλ has LS-
representation
(τn1 , τn1−1, . . . , τbk ;
b1
n′1
,
b1
n′1 − 1
, . . . ,
b1
n′2 + 1
,
b2
n′2
, , . . . ,
b2
n′3 + 1
, . . . , ,
bi
n′i
, , . . . ,
bi
n′i+1 + 1
, . . . ,
bk
n′k
, . . . ,
bk
bk
)
if and only if the hubs of the hinge weights of piλ are 0, P¯ 1, . . . , P¯ k, where
each P¯ i is the sequence P i1, . . . , P
i
ui .
Proof. (⇒) Assume the piλ has the given LS-representations, and we project
onto the space of hubs. The vectors defining the straight subpaths are
vi1 =
(
bi
n′i
− bi−1
n′i + 1
)
θn′i
parameterized by the closed interval
[
bi−1
n′i+1
, bi
n′i
]
and
viu =
(
bi
n′i − u+ 1
− bi
n′i − u+ 2
)
θn′i−u+1
parameterized by the closed interval
[
bi
n′i−u+2 ,
bi
n′i−u+1
]
, where 1 < u ≤ ui.
We need to prove that for each i, these are given by the corresponding
difference of hinge points, i.e., that
vi1 = P
i
1 − P i−1ui−1
and
viu = P
i
u − P iu−1
We begin with the calculation for u = 1. These are “long” paths whose
length depends bi − bi+1. We will calculate the two quantities that we are
trying to equate. Recall the ui−1 is always even, so we use the formula for
P i−12s , and that ui−1 = n
′
i−1 − n′i
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vi1 =
(
bi
n′i
− bi−1
n′i + 1
)
θn′i
P i1 − P i−1ui−1 =
(
bi
n′i
)
θn′i −
(
bi−1
n′i−1 − ui−1 + 1
)
θn′i−1−ui−1
=
(
bi
n′i
− bi−1
n′i + 1
)
θn′i
Thus we have the desired equality for u = 1.
For the case 1 < u ≤ ui,
viu =
(
bi
n′i − u+ 1
− bi
n′i − u+ 2
)
θn′i−u+1
=
(
bi
(n′i − u+ 1)(n′i − u+ 2)
)
θn′i−u+1
If u is odd, equal to 2s+ 1, then
P iu − P iu−1 =P i2s+1 − P i2s
=
(
bi
n′i − 2s
)
θn′i−2s −
(
bi
n′i − 2s+ 1
)
θn′i−2s
=
(
bi
n′i − 2s
− bi
n′i − 2s+ 1
)
θn′i−2s
=
(
bi
(n′i − 2s)(n′i − 2s+ 1)
)
θn′i−2s
Since −u+ 1 = −2s, the desired expressions are equal.
If u is even, equal to 2s, we again calculate the difference between the
hinge points. To demonstate equality, we must actually calculate the hubs.
There are two cases, n′i odd and n
′
i even, which differ only by a transpositon
of the two components of the hub. We will calculate explicitly the case n′i is
12
odd.
P iu − P iu−1 =P i2s − P i2s−1
=
(
bi
n′i − 2s+ 1
)
θn′i−2s −
(
bi
n′i − 2s+ 2
)
θn′i−2s+2
=
(
bi
n′i − 2s+ 1
)
[−(n′i − 2s), n′i − 2s+ 1]
−
(
bi
n′i − 2s+ 2
)
[−(n′i − 2s+ 2), (n′i − 2s+ 3)]
=[−
(
bi(n
′
i − 2s)
n′i − 2s+ 1
)
, bi]− [−bi,
(
bi(n
′
i − 2s+ 3)
n′i − 2s+ 2
)
]
=[
(
bi
n′i − 2s+ 1
)
,
( −bi
n′i − 2s+ 2
)
]
=
(
bi
(n′i − 2s+ 1)(n′i − 2s+ 2)
)
[n′i − 2s+ 2,−(n′i − 2s+ 1)]
=
(
bi
(n′i − 2s+ 1)(n′i − 2s+ 2)
)
θn′i−2s+1
This gives precisely the desired equality for n′i odd when we substitute u =
2s. For the case of n′i even, the formulae are exactly the same, except for
switching the first and second component of all the hubs.
(⇐)Since we have just verified that the differences of the hinge points
in the sequence 0, P¯ 1, . . . , P¯ k correspond to the straight paths in a standard
LS-representation, this means that if we have a path with the given hinge
points, it has the desired LS-representation.
We now state and prove our general result.
Proposition 4.1. Let λ be an alternating partition of the reduced crystal for
Λ0. Then the LS-representation of the Littelmann path is
(τn1 , τn1−1, . . . , τbr ;
b1
n′1
,
b1
n′1 − 1
, . . . ,
b1
n′2 + 1
,
b2
n′2
, , . . . ,
b2
n′3 + 1
, . . . , ,
bi
n′i
, , . . . ,
bi
n′i+1 + 1
, . . . ,
bk
n′k
, . . . ,
bk
bk
)
Proof. We induct on the number q of deepening or widening operation re-
quired to produce λ from the empty partition ∅. If q = 1, then the only
possible operation is a deepening, acting by s0. The Littelmann path is a
straight line from 0 to τ1 = Λ0 − α0, which has LS-representation (τ1; 1).
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We take as our induction hypothesis that the theorem holds for any λ
obtained from the empty set by q widening or deepening operations, and we
will prove that it holds for a partition λ′ obtained from λ by widening or
deepening. The first bk rows of λ′ will be the same whichever operation we
do, but if the last row of λ is odd, we have the option of continuing to a
deepening by adding a new singleton row bk + 1. For most of the proof we
will be able to treat deepening and widening together.
Since by the induction hypothesis we have the required LS-representation
for λ, we conclude from Lemma 4.3 that the sequence of hinge points must
be 0, P¯ 1, . . . , P¯ k, where each P¯ i is the sequence P i1, . . . , P iui . Note that not
all hinge points appear in this sequence. None of the points P i0 appear, and
also none of the points P iui+1. However, all hinge points do appear in the
projection of the path piλ onto the hubs, so if t is the parameter of a hinge
point P iu, we define f biP iu to be f bi(piλ)(t).
Since the hinge points are all positive multiples of a hub θj where the j all
have the same parity, all the hinge points for λ lie in a single quadrant, either
the second or the fourth. By the description of an alternating partition, all
the addable nodes in the first bk have the same residue . In all cases, we
begin by operating with f br , so we will first show that this moves all points
in one quadrant into corresponding points in the opposite quadrant.
Claim: For all i and all u with 0 ≤ u < ui, we have
f biP iu(λ) = P
i
u+1(λ
′)
We operate segment by segment. We start the induction with i = 1.
Then m is 0, because all the points have positive Λ1 coordinates if n1 is
odd and positive Λ0 coordinates if n1 is even, so Hpiλ(t) = 0 is attained at
t = 0 and nowhere else. By the algorithm for operating on piλ by f given in
section 2, we have t0 = 0 and t1 = 1n1+1 , since that is the value of t which
will give 1 in the positive coordinate. This piece of the long path is reflected
by s and all the rest of the path translated by −α, so that the new value
of m will be −1. Continuing in this fashion until we have acted by f b1 , we
cut the first, long segment into b1 parts which are each of length 1 in the
 coordinate and operate on each by reflection in s. The total path that
we reflect goes from (0, 0) to P 10 , and in order to reflect, we add to this hub
b1α. For  = 1, the result is[−b1n1
n1 + 1
, b1
]
+ [2b1,−2b1] =
[
b1(n1 + 2)
n1 + 1
,−b1
]
and for  = 0 is is the same formula with the coordinates reversed. This
is precisely the point P 11 (λ′) for the partition λ′ whose first line is n1 + 1.
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The remainder of the Littelmann path is translated by b1α. We now have
m = −b1.
This means that the next oscillating part of the path, which originally
consisted of points P 10 , . . . , P 1u1 , lying in A(−1)b1 , now lies in A(−1)1−b1 . By
the description of the action of f, the oscillating portion of the path which
goes up and then returns to m, is not affected by the operation of f.
Instead, f operates on the next "long" portion of the path, which originally
went from P 1u1 to P
2
1 . As before, the path is cut at an integer value of the
coefficient of Λ, which is the translation of the point P 20 . Acting by f b2−b1
reflects each of the b2−b1 integral pieces of this path. After two translations,
we have added b2α, which bumps each of the points in the oscillating section
up by one index. We now have m = −b2. The next oscillating part of the
path, which originally consisted of points P 20 , . . . , P 2u2 , lying in A(−1)b2 ,now
lies in A(−1)1−b2 ,
We now do this for a general segment i > 1, assuming that when we
operated by f bi−1 , the portion of the path from P i0 onward was translated
by bi−1α. We now give the exact formulae for P i2s(λ) and  = 1. In the case
 = 0, the order of the factors in the hub are simply reversed.
P i2s(λ))− biα¯− =
(
bi
n′i − 2s+ 1
)
θn′i−2s − biα¯
=
(
bi
n′i − 2s+ 1
)
[−n′i − 2s, n′i − 2s+ 1]− [−2bi, 2bi]
=
(
bi
n′i + 1− 2s
)
[n′i − 2s+ 2,−(n′i + 1− 2s)]
=
(
bi
n′i + 1− 2s
)
θn′i+1−2s
In summary,
P i2s(λ)⇒ P i2s+1(λ′)
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P i2s+1(λ))− biα¯− =
(
bi
n′i − 2s
)
θn′i−2s − biα¯
=
(
bi
n′i − 2s
)
[−n′i − 2s, n′i − 2s+ 1]− [−2bi, 2bi]
=
(
bi
n′i + 1− 2s− 1
)
[n′i + 1− 2s− 1,−(n′i + 1− 2s− 2)]
=
(
bi
n′i + 1− 2s− 1
)
θn′i+1−2s−2
In summary,
P i2s+1(λ)⇒ P i2s+2(λ′)
The straight paths which had been on-center are now off-center and vice
versa. These off-center portions are parallel to the the hubs θn′i−2s as before,
but because of the translation, the extension of the line no longer passes
through the center of coordinates.
In order to complete the proof of the claim, we must deal with the re-
maining long paths. We assume that the claim has been proven through bi
and the m = −bi. All the points P i2s achieve the minimum, and the one
which achieves it at the maximum t is P iui for i < k. For i = k, it is P
k
u
for u − uk or u = uk − 1, whichever is even. Thus for i < k, we are on a
long path connecting the segment i with the segment i + 1. The path will
split into bi+1 − bi sections ending at P i+10 − biα, which will be reflected.
They are all multiples of θn′i−ui = θn′i+1 and the reflections will turn them
into multiples of θn′i+1+1−ui . It is thus a direct continuation of the on-center
path from P i0(λ′) to P i1(λ′). As such, it becomes part of the new "long" path
connecting the part of the path from segment i to the part of the path from
segment i+ 1. We thus get
f
bi+1
 (P
i+1
0 (λ)) =P
i
ui+1(λ
′) +
bi+1 − bi
n′i+1
θn′i+1
=
bi+1
n′i+1
θn′i+1
=P i+11 (λ
′)
This completes the proof of the claim.
We now use the claim to prove the proposition. We have determined all
of the hinge points which appear in Lemma 4.3 except for i = k. In order to
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complete the proof of the claim, we must deal with the last straight subpath
in segment k.
Case 1: Widening. The last straight subpath remains as it was, unre-
flected. This increases the number of oscillating paths, so that
uk(λ
′) = uk(λ) + 1
Case 2: Deepening: In the second case, we act one further time by f,
which adds a singleton part at the end. Since we want λ′ to be alternating,
this is only possible when the last row of λ is odd, so that uk is even. We have,
in fact, acted on λ by the Weyl group element s. Here, as we mentioned
before, there are two subcases:
Case 2a: The last part in λ was a singleton: In this case, the last seg-
ment was and continues to be triangular, so we are making the segment k
deeper, that is to say, we are replacing bk by bk + 1. This also means that
uk = 0, and that the last portion of the Littelmann path of λ is a long por-
tion extending to P k1 (λ). After acting by all of f
bk
1−, there is only a small
off-center hook remaining, a straight path from P k1 (λ′) to P k2 (λ′). By the
Littelmann algorithm, f reflects this little hook, making it an on-center con-
tinuation of the last long segment, which ended before at P k1 (λ′) and now
ends at P k1 (s(λ)), which lies in the boundaries of A(−1)(bk+1).
Case 2b: The last part in λ was ≥ 3: Adding the singleton at the end be-
gins a new segment k+1, with bk+1 = bk+1. Since λ′ is alternating, the last
row was odd, so uk was even, and the last short path is from P kuk to P
k
uk+1
.
This last short path begins at -coordinate m and, since the paths is in Pint,
ends on an integer in the appropriate square, which must then be m + 1.
By the algorithm for f, this is reflected, and in the same direction as the
previous short path, so we now get a new long path connecting segment k
to segment k + 1.
5 THE CASE Λ = aΛ0 + bΛ1
We now try to generalize the results of the previous section to the case
e = 2, r > 1, where r is the level of the dominant weight Λ. We follow
Mathas in restricting ourselves to the case in which Λ is written in the form
Λ = aΛ0 + bΛ1, which means that there are r multipartitions, of which the
first a have 0 in the upper left-hand corner, and the remaining b have 1 in
the upper left-hand corner, with r = a+ b.
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The defect 0 weights will be denoted by ψ−(m),m > 0 and ψ+(m),m ≥
0. They will correspond to multipartitions all of whose partitions are tri-
angular, where all the 0-corner partitions have the same first row m, and
all the 1-corner partitions all have the same length first row, which is either
m−1 of m+1, respectively. All words in the Weyl group alternate s0 and s1.
Words beginning with s0 first correspond to ψ−m and, in the corresponding
multipartitions, have the bottom triangles smaller, while words beginning
with s1 correspond to ψ+m and have the bottom triangles larger.
The floor and ceiling in the case r = 1 were determined by the length
a(λ) and `(λ) of the first column and first row, respectively. The situation
for r > 1 is considerably more complicated. The ceiling is again determined
by the length of the first row, but for the floor there are three possibilities:
• If one of the 0-corner partitions is ∅, then the floor is Λ.
• If the first partition equal to ∅ is a 1-corner partition, then the floor is
s0Λ.
• Otherwise, if no partition is empty, if b 6= 0, and if ` = a(λr), the floor
is ψ−`+1 or ψ
+
`−1.
We now define d±n to be the number of rows in a defect 0 multipartition
corresponding to a word beginning with s1 or s0, respectively, where n is the
length of the first row. Since all partitions with 0 in the corner have n rows,
and all partitions with 1 in the corner have n± 1 rows, we get
d±n = an+ b(n± 1) = rn± b = r(n± 1)∓ a
The corresponding projection of the weight to the hub is
θ±2s = [d
±
2s+1,−d±2s]
θ±2s+1 = [−d±2s+1, d±2s+2]
In order to avoid writing every hub twice for the odd and even cases, we let
φ be the operation of interchanging the 0 and 1 coordinates and then can
write
θ±m = φ
m[d±m+1,−d±m]
Note that when a = 1 and b = 0 as in the previous section, dn = n and we
get back the formula we used there.
Our generalization of alternating permutations will be extremely restric-
tive.
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Definition 5.1. A multipartition for e = 2 will be residue-homogeneous if
• Every nonempty partition is alternating, with odd last row.
• All 0-corner partitions have the first line of the same parity, and the
1-corner partitions have the first line of the opposite parity.
• For each partition with first row n, the previous partition ends with a
triangle of n rows and columns if both have the same corner residue,
and of n± 1 rows and columns on the boundary between the 0-corner
partitions and the 1-corner partitions.
We recall that, by the results of Mathas in [M], the length of the first
row of a subpartition must be less that or equal to the number of rows in
the previous partition, except on the boundary between 0 and 1, where, for
words beginning with s1, it can be greater by 1. If this does not happen, we
say that the multipartition is non-increasing.
Lemma 5.1. All residue-homogeneous multipartitions are external.
Proof. Let λ be a residue-homogeneous multipartition. Since each partition
is alternating, the rows in a partition all end with the same residue, and by
the condidtions on the parity of the first rows, this residue is the same for
each partition. Let 1 −  be the common residue at the end of all non-zero
rows, so that the addable nodes at the ends are all of residue . Furthermore,
since the last row of each non-zero partition is odd, the addable nodes in the
first empty row after each non-zero partition also have the same residue.
Since there are no  removable rows, we must have that e is zero.
The converse is not true. For example, in the reduced crystal given in Figure
1, the vertex labelled by the multipartition [(2, 1), ∅, (1)] is external, but the
multipartition is not. This may be a sign that the definition we chose was too
restrictive. We have not gone into the recursive algorithm for generating e-
regular multipartitions, because we have not used the procedure of having a
removable node cancel an addable node above it, but it appears that in order
to consider some rather benign multipartitions with well-behaved Littelmann
paths, like [(8, 3), (2, 1), ∅] in the case shown in Figure 1, we will have to find
a way to deal with cancellations.
Definition 5.2. The segments are defined as before, by putting together
rows whose lengths drop by only one, with the following exception: if the
length of the first row of the partition equals the number ` of rows in the
previous partition, or, at the boundary between 0 and 1, equals `± 1, then
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it does not start a new segment. The segment boundary is the line between
the last row of the old segment and the first of the new.
Definition 5.3. Let λ be a residue-homogeneous multipartition in which
the first w partitions are non-empty and the remaining partitions are ∅. We
define the pseudo-floor to be the truncation of the multipartition with weight
ψ±` after w partitions, where ` is a(λ
w) if w ≤ a and ` = a(λw)∓ 1 if w > a.
To motivate the definition of the residue-homogeneous multipartitions,
we use the block reduced crystal graph from [AS], further developed in [BFS],
in which the vertices are the weights Λ−α in P (Λ), connected by an edge if
two basis elements in the weight space are connected. In Figure 1, we have
drawn the case of Λ = 2Λ0 +Λ1, truncated at degree 17. The diagonal edges
down to the left represent action by f0 and the edges going down to the right
represent f1. The defects can all be determined from the fact that acting by
a simple relection preserves defect, the highest weight element has defect 0,
adding the null root δ adds the level r = 3 to the defect, and def(Λ−α0) = 1.
The number of multipartitions corresponding to a vertex is fixed for each
defect. In this case there is one multipartion for each vertex of defect 0 or 1,
there are no vertices of defect 2, and there are 2 multipartitions for a vertex
of defect 3. We have written in the multipartitions for the external vertices
of defect 0, 1, and 3.
We number the segments from 1 to k as before, and for segment i we let
vi be the number of partitions before the end partition of the segment, where
vi = 0 if the segment ends in the first partition. Inside the last partition
intersecting the segment, we let ti be the number of rows inside the partition
down to the last row of the segment. Let ni be the length of the first row of
the segment as before. If the segment starts at the top of a 0-corner partition,
then set n′i = ni, and at the top of a 1-corner partiton, n
′
i = ni ∓ 1. If it
starts in the middle of a 0-corner partition, set n′i = ni + ti−1 and in the
middle of a 1-corner partition, n′i = ni+ti−1∓1. As in the case r = 1, all the
n′i will have the same parity. It is less obvious now that n
′
1 > n
′
2 > . . . n
′
k,
but it is still true. Letting m be a number satisfying n′i+1 < m ≤ n′i we set
vm = vi and
tm =
{
min(ti,m), vi ≤ a
min(ti,m± 1) vi > a
for each such m, where we use the option “− ” for non-increasing multipar-
titions. We can calculate d±m as above, and we also define a new quantity
which will replace the old bi, defined by
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Figure 1: e = 2,Λ = 2Λ0 + Λ1
cm =
{
vm ·m+ tm, vm ≤ a
a ·m+ (vm − a) · (m± 1) + tm vm > a
Unlike bi, the value of cm will change in the course of segment i whenever
vi > 0. One can easily check that these cm and dm correspond to those
defined in the introduction using Young diagrams. As in the introduction,
we set
em =
cm
dm
Example 3. For e = 2,Λ = 3Λ0 + 2Λ1, the multipartion
[(11, 10, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1), (7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1), (7, 6, 3, 2, 1), (2, 1), ∅]
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has five segments, containing, 2, 7, 9, 3, 2 rows where the respective segment
pairs are
(v1, t1) = (0, 2), (v2, t2) = (0, 7), (v3, t3) = (2, 2), (v4, t4) = (2, 5), (v5, t5) = (3, 2)
Lemma 5.2. Every residue-homogeneous multipartion λ can be built up from
the pseudo-floor of the first segment by a sequence of operations of the fol-
lowing two types:
1. (Widening)Twice adding every addable node down to the segment bound-
ary of the last non-zero segment, giving λ∗ and λ∗∗.
2. (Deepening) Adding every addable node down to the end of λ and then
one singleton, to get λ¯ and then, if desired, adding singletons of the
same residue to some of the addable nodes in previously empty parti-
tions to get λ′.
Proof. Induction on the number m of nodes in the first line of the multipar-
tition λ. If λ equals its pseudo-floor, we do not need any operations. Assume
that the lemma is true for every residue-homogeneous multipartition with
first line less than m. If the last row of the last non-zero segment is odd
but not a singleton, then removing all singletons and two nodes from each
row above the segment boundary is a reversible operation whose inverse is of
type 1, producing a residue homogeneous multipartition with first rowm−2,
to which we can apply the induction hypothesis. The third condition in the
definition of residue homogeneous is stable because, though we reduce the
triangular tail at the end of each partitions except the last by two, we also
reduce the first row of each partitions by 2. The last row, reduced by two,
will still be odd.
If the last non-zero row is a singleton, then we have a reversible operation
whose inverse is of type 2, removing one node from each non-zero row. The
last non-zero row will vanish, but the row above it, which was formerly even,
will now be odd. The number of rows in the triangular tails will be reduced
by 1, but so will the first row of each partition. We are reduced to a residue
homogeneous multipartition with top row m− 1 and we apply the induction
hypothesis.
Unfortunately, for r > 1 the hinge point hubs are no longer multiples
of the defect 0 hubs. This also raises problems for the computation of the
delta coefficients, since we can no long assume them to be obtained from the
deltas of the defect zero. Instead, we will concentrate on transforming the
linear paths, which are still multiples of the defect 0 paths.
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Our aim is to show that we have a situation very similar to that of
the r = 1 case, with long paths alternating with oscillating segments. The
lengths of the long path corresponding to segment i will correspond to the
number of operations by f which would be required fill the segment to
produce λ¯. The hub of the long path corresponding to segment i is a multiple
of θm, where m = n′i. The positive coordinate of θm has value dm+1 and, in
a standard Littelman path, coefficient em − em+1.
Lemma 5.3. Let λ be a residue-homogeneous multipartion with standard LS-
representation for a reduced word beginning with s0. The coefficient q±m =
em − em+1 of the hub θ±m in the Littelman path is given by
q−m =

(vm−vm+1)(m+1)+(tm−tm+1))
d−m+1
+ bv
m+rtm
d−md−m+1
, vm ≤ a
(vm−a)m+(a−vm+1)(m+1)+(tm−tm+1))
d−m+1
+ a(r−v
m)+rtm
d−md−m+1
vm > a, vm+1 < a
((vm−vm+1)m+(tm−tm+1))
d−m+1
+ a(r−v
m)+rtm
d−md−m+1
, vm > a, vm+1 ≥ a
and in the case vm > a, vm+1 ≥ a,
q+m =
((vm − vm+1)(m+ 1) + (tm − tm+1))
d+m+1
+
a(vm − r) + rtm)
d+md
+
m+1
.
Proof. By definition,
q±m = em − em+1 =
cm
d±m
− cm+1
d±m+1
=
cmd
±
m+1 − cm+1d±m
d±md±m+1
.
Before deriving the formulae, we note now that we will substitute d±m+1 =
d±m + r in the numerator but not in the denominator, and later d±m = r(m±
1)∓ a, again only in the numerator. In the case “-” in the previous formula,
we will also use the substitution r(m− 1) + a = rm− b. We derive the two
cases separately, starting from the relevant version of
q±m =
(cm − cm+1)d±m + rcm
d±md±m+1
.
For vm < a, we use the appropriate definition of cm. In this case, only
d−m is relevant since the 1-corner partitions are all empty, so we cannot start
with s1.
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q−m =
(cm − cm+1)
d−m+1
+
rcm
d−md−m+1
=
(vm ·m+ tm)− (vm+1 · (m+ 1) + tm+1)
d−m+1
+
r(vm ·m+ tm)
d−md−m+1
=
(vm − vm+1)(m+ 1) + (tm − tm+1)
d−m+1
− v
md−m
d−md−m+1
+
r(vm ·m+ tm)
d−md−m+1
=
(vm − vm+1)(m+ 1) + (tm − tm+1)
d−m+1
− v
m(rm− b)
d−md−m+1
+
r(vm ·m+ tm)
d−md−m+1
=
(vm − vm+1)(m+ 1) + (tm − tm+1)
d−m+1
+
bvm + rtm)
d−md−m+1
.
For vm > a, vm+1 < a, we use the second alternative in the definition of
cm.
q−m =
(cm − cm+1)
d−m+1
+
rcm
d−md−m+1
=
((vm − a) ·m+ tm)− vm − ((a− vm+1) · (m+ 1) + tm+1)
d−m+1
+
r(am+ (vm − a) · (m− 1) + tm)
d−md−m+1
=
(vm − a)m− ((a− vm+1)(m+ 1)) + (tm − tm+1)
d−m+1
+
−vm(r(m− 1) + a) + r(vm(m− 1) + a+ tm)
d−md−m+1
=
(vm − a)m− ((a− vm+1)(m+ 1)) + (tm − tm+1)
d−m+1
+
a(r − vm) + rtm
d−md−m+1
.
For vm, vm+1 ≥ a, there is a significant difference between the “+” and
“-” cases. We prove the two cases separately.
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q−m =
(cm − cm+1)
d−m+1
+
rcm
d−md−m+1
=
am+ ((vm − a) · (m− 1) + tm)− (a(m+ 1) + (vm+1 − a) ·m+ tm+1)
d−m+1
+
r(am+ (vm − a) · (m− 1) + tm)
d−md−m+1
=
(vm − vm+1)m+ (tm − tm+1)
d−m+1
− v
md−m
d−md−m+1
+
r(a(m) + (vm − a) · (m− 1) + tm)
d−md−m+1
=
(vm − vm+1)m+ (tm − tm+1)
d−m+1
+
−vm(r(m− 1) + a) + r(am+ (vm − a) ·m+ tm)
d−md−m+1
=
(vm − vm+1)m+ (tm − tm+1)
d−m+1
+
a(r − vm) + rtm
d−md−m+1
.
q+m =
(cm − cm+1)
d+m+1
+
rcm
d+md
+
m+1
=
(am+ ((vm − a) · (m+ 1) + tm)− (a(m+ 1) + (vm+1 − a) · (m+ 2) + tm+1))
d+m+1
+
r(am+ (vm − a) · (m+ 1) + tm)
d+md
+
m+1
=
(vm − vm+1)(m+ 2) + (tm − tm+1)
d+m+1
− v
md+m
d+md
+
m+1
+
r(am+ (vm − a) · (m+ 1) + tm)
d+md
+
m+1
=
(vm − vm+1)(m+ 2) + (tm − tm+1)
d+m+1
+
−vm(r(m+ 1)− a) + r(am+ (vm − a) · (m+ 1) + tm)
d+md
+
m+1
=
(vm − vm+1)(m+ 2) + (tm − tm+1)
d+m+1
+
a(vm − r) + rtm)
d+md
+
m+1
.
Corollary 5.3.1. In each of the three cases for the “-” option, we can write
the first section of the formula for qm as
cm + v
m − cm+1
dm+1
.
Lemma 5.4. A pseudo-floor λ that is non-increasing has a standard LS-
representation. If w = r, it is of defect 0 and is a floor. Otherwise,
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• If w ≤ a, then the last section of the path is
d−1 − c1
d−1
Λ.
• If w > a, then the last section of the path is
d−2 − c2
d−2
s0Λ.
Proof. We begin the proof for both the + and − cases, and will eliminate
the case of + in the course of the argument. If w ≤ a, we begin from the
Littlemann path of the empty multipartion, which is just a single path from
0 to Λ. We act w times by f0, leaving a tail of length a − w, which will be
empty if w = a. Since c1 = w and d−1 = a, this is precisely the standard
representation
(ψ−1 ,Λ;
c1
d−1
, 1).
We continue acting alternately by f1 and f0, first c2 = 2w times, then
c3 = 3w times, out to c` = `w times. In order to prove the lemma by
induction, we assume that it is true for a pseudo-floor with first row m and
try to prove it for m + 1. By the induction hypothesis, the hub of the first
path is
cm
d−m
θ−m = wmφ
m
[
d−m+1
d−m
,−1
]
We split the path in two parts. Since md−m+1 = (m+ 1)d
−
m + b we have
(m+ 1)d−m
md−m+1
≤ 1
After we multiply by this fraction, the resulting first part is then
(m+ 1)d−m
md−m+1
cm
d−m
θ−m =
cm+1
d−m+1
θ−m
After reflecting θ−m to θ
−
m+1, we get the desired first straight path. Multiply-
ing by
(
1− (m+1)d−m
md−m+1
)
, we get, for the unreflected part of the path,
wb
d−md−m+1
θ−m
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which, by Lemma 5.2, is exactly what we need.
The short paths oscillate, since the sum of any two consecutive short
paths has 1-component equal to zero:
wb
d−md−m+1
θ−m =wbφ
m[
1
dm
,− 1
dm+1
]
wb
d−m+1d
−
m+2
θ−m =wbφ
m+1[
1
dm+1
,− 1
dm+2
]
=wbφm[− 1
dm+2
,
1
dm+1
]
Note that if b = 0, there is no small piece. In this case we get a standard
representation with exactly two paths. If ` = a(λw) is the depth of the
segment, then the Littelmann path is
(ψ−` ,Λ;
w
r
, 1).
If r > w > a, we would expect to have two cases, − and +, but in fact
the case of + does not give a standard representation, for reasons which we
will explain in the course of the proof. Both begin from the Littlemann path
of the empty multipartion, which is just a single path from 0 to Λ, but in
the case of −, we act a times by f0, giving s0Λ, and then c2 = a+ w times
by f1, leaving a tail
d−2 −c2
d−2
s0Λ, This is precisely the standard representation
(ψ−2 , s0Λ;
c2
d−2
, 1).
In the case of +, we act w−a times by f1 on Λ, giving a fraction of ψ+0 = s1Λ.
Since we have assumed w < r, this leaves a tail r−wb Λ. Since c0 = a−w and
d0 = b, this gives a standard representation
(ψ+0 ,Λ;
c0
d+0
, 1).
In both cases, we continue acting alternately by f0 and f1, where now in
the first case, c3 = a + 2w, c4 = a + 3w, and so forth, while in the second
case c1 = 2w − a, c2 = 3w − a and so forth. We can collect these into one
formula as cm = (m± 1)w∓ a. In order to proceed by induction, we assume
that the path is standard for a pseudo-floor of with first row m and try to
prove it for m+ 1. By the induction hypothesis, the hub of the first path is
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cm
d±m
θ±m = ((m± 1)w ∓ a)φm[
d±m+1
d±m
,−1]
For “−”, from Lemma 5.3, using vm = vm+1 = w−1 and tm = m−1, tm+1 =
m, we have the following formula:
cmd
−
m+1 − cm+1d−m =a(r − w) > 0
We multiply the first path by a fraction less than 1
cm+1d
−
m
cmd
−
m+1
to get
cm+1
d−m+1
θ−m
which then reflects to the desired first segment as before. We then multiply
the remainder by
1− cm+1d
−
m
cmd
−
m+1
which is gives us a short path
cmd
−
m+1 − cm+1d−m
d−md−m+1
θ−m =
a(r − w)
d−md−m+1
which is only translated, just as needed for a standard representation. Once
again, since the numerator is fixed, the short paths oscillate.
In the case of +, we find that, in fact,
cmd
+
m+1 − cm+1d+m =a(w − r) < 0,
so the attempted induction breaks down already for m = 0.
Our aim is to prove that in the case of “-”, all the residue-homogeneous
multipartitions have a standard Littelmann path. The proof will proceed
by induction. The assumption will imply that the Littlemann path consists
of long paths separated by oscillating paths. Given a residue homogeneous
multipartiton λ whose addable nodes are all of residue , we recall that
we defined λ∗ to be the multipartition optained by adding -addable nodes
down to the last non-zero row, and if the last row of λ is odd, we defined
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λ¯ to be the multipartition obtained by adding nodes of residue  in place
of all the -addable nodes down to the end of the last non-empty partition,
including a singleton at the end. By applying the Littelman algorithm for
constructing f, we will want to show that λ∗, and if possible λ¯, both have
standard Littelmann paths, and that if we continue to fill up empty partitions
with singletons of residue , the new multipartition λ′ also has standard
Littelmann path. Before plunging into the theorem, we give a illustrative
example.
Example 4. Let Λ = 2Λ0+Λ1 and let λ be the multipartition [(5, 2, 1), (1), ∅],
with d1 = 2, d2 = 5, d3 = 8. There are three segments, the pseudo-floor is
ψ−1 = s0Λ and the L- representation is given by
((ψ−5 , ψ
−
4 , ψ
−
3 , ψ
−
2 , ψ
−
1 ;
1
14
,
1
11
,
3
8
,
2
5
,
2
2
)
There are three long paths, but in the last path there is a piece of 1-length
b = 1, which is actually the tail, and another piece of 1-length 1 which is
waiting to be a singleton which will allow the opening of another partition. If
we choose to widen, then we get λ∗ = [(6, 3, 2, 1), (2), ∅] in which only the first
third of the last long path is reflected. If we choose to continue deepening to
λ¯, without opening another partition, then we will reflect the second third
get a multipartition [(6, 3, 2, 1), (2, 1), ∅] in which the tail is obvious. Then
we will have LS-representation
(ψ−6 , ψ
−
5 , ψ
−
4 , ψ
−
3 , ψ
−
2 , ψ
−
1 ;
1
17
,
1
14
,
4
11
,
3
8
,
4
5
,
2
2
)
Note that there are only three new fractions, occuring at the beginnings
of the segments. In Figure 2, we draw the hubs of the Littelmann paths in
the case of deepening.
Finally, if we continue to fill in the last non-zero partition, the tail will
straighten out in the direction of the last long path, giving the Littelmann
path of λ′.
Theorem 5.1. Any non-increasing residue-homogeneous multipartition λ
has a standard LS-representation.
Proof. We are trying to prove this theorem only in the case of −, since
Lemma 5.4 shows that it is not generally true in the case of +, so we will
simplify the notation by letting dm = d−m and θm = θ−m. We start with the
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Figure 2: [(5, 2, 1), (1), ∅]; [(6, 3, 2, 1), (2, 1), ∅]
pseudo-floor for the first segment, which we have shown to be standard in
Lemma 5.4.
We now assume by induction that we have a multipartition λ with a
standard Littelmann path. We also assume, as is true for the pseudo-floor,
that the Littelmann path has a tail whose length in the 0 direction is the
number of 0-corner ∅, or, if none such exist, whose length in the 1 direction
is equal to the number of 1-corner ∅, and we must show that either a double
widening or a deepening will preserve both the standardness of the path and
the proper sizing of the tail, since by Lemma 5.2, every residue-homogeneous
multipartition can be constructed by double widening or deepening. We let
, equal to either 0 or 1, be the residue corresponding to all the addable
nodes of λ.
Before dividing into cases, we first use the hypothesis of a standard LS-
representation to describe the effect on the Littelmann path of acting by a
power of f. Our aim is to show that this action consists entirely of reflecting
segments of integral -length and translating pairs of paths which begin and
end at the same -coordinate. In particular, we will have no instances of
broken paths, in which we must reflect more than one path in order to
get an integral  length. Since the Littelmann path is standard and the
multipartition is non-increasing, all the straight paths in the Littelmann path
piλ of λ are of the form (em − em+1)θm. We distinguish between different
cases: long paths when m = n′i, oscillating paths when n
′
i > m > n
′
i+1 and a
tail when m = 0 or m = 1 is the last straight path in the Littelmann path.
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The case m = n′k will need special treatment, depending on whether we are
widening or deepening.
The -coordinate of θm is always dm+1. Thus in Lemma 5.3 we divided the
coefficient qm = em− em+1 into two parts. The first part, with denominator
dm+1, will give a path with integral -length, which will be reflected when
we act by a power of f.
• If n′i > ti, the division given in Lemma 5.3 is appropriate. The integer
coefficient of 1dm+1 θm is given by
Im = (v
m − vm+1)(m+ 1) + (tm − tm+1)
If we are in the case n′i > m > ni+1, then v
m = vm+1 = vi and
tm = tm+1 = ti, so this integer part is zero. If we are in the case
of a long path, then vm = vi and vm+1 = vi−1, while tm = ti and
tm+1 = ti−1. In both cases, the remainder of the path after taking out
the integral part is Jmθm, where we get
Jm =
{
bvm+rtm
dmdm+1
, vm ≤ a
a(r−vm)+rtm
dmdm+1
, vm > a
• If n′i = ti, then in fact tm = m for all n′i ≥ m > n′i+1. In this case
we want to use I ′m = Im + 1 in place of Im given above, and thus for
vm ≤ a replace Jm by
J ′m =
vmb+ rtm − dm
dmdm+1
=
vmb+ rm− (rm− b)
dmdm+1
=
(vm + 1)b
dmdm+1
and for v > a, replace Jm by
J ′m =
a(r − vm) + rtm − dm
dmdm+1
=
a(r − vm) + rm− (rm− b)
dmdm+1
=
a(r − vm) + b
dmdm+1
.
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Note that, in the case of a pseudo-floor, there is only one segment, with
vm = v1 = w−1, so we got back the formula wbdmdm+1 for the small part
cut off the long path which we found in Lemma 5.4.
Where it is not necessary to distinguish the two cases, we will write
I¯m and J¯m. The point to these alternatives is that this way Im or I ′m,
respectively, is non-negative and equal to zero for all but the long paths.
Furthermore, Jm or J ′m, respectively, has the form
Ci
dmdm+1
for a constant
Ci depending on i but not on m. From this we get that the short paths
ocscillate, in the sense that each pair of adjacent short paths returns to its
starting place in one of the two coordinates.
J¯mθm + J¯m−1θm−1 =
Ci
dmdm+1
φm[dm+1,−dm] + Ci
dm−1dm
φm−1[dm,−dm−1]
=φm[
Ci
dm
,− Ci
dm+1
] + φm−1[
Ci
dm−1
,− Ci
dm
]
=φm[
Ci
dm
,− Ci
dm+1
] + φm[− Ci
dm
,
Ci
dm−1
]
=φm[0,
Ci
dm−1
− Ci
dm+1
].
For the integral part I¯m, we take a different approach to eliminating
unncecessary cases. We note, from the original formula for qm in Lemma
5.3, that we have
Im = cm − cm+1 + vm.
If we are doing a widening to λ∗, so that vm = vm+1 and tm = tm+1,
then from the formula cm = vmm + tm, we see that c∗m+1 = cm + vm, so
that Im = c∗m+1 − cm+1, and a similar formula would hold for the second
widening to (λ∗)∗. When deepening, since we must add an extra singleton
to the last non-empty partition as well, we get c′m+1 = cm + vm + 1, so we
have I ′m = c′m+1 − cm+1.
We further note that for the oscillating part between long paths, form+t
with m+ 1 < m+ t < n′i−1, we have
cm+t = c
∗
m+t = c
′
m+1 = vi−1(m+ t) + t
m+t.
Whether tm+t equals ti−1 or m+t depend on whether the segment boundary
between segment i and i − 1 lies at the top of the partition, but this is not
changed by what we do at the end of segment i. Whenever we are in this
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part, we can use qm = em − em+1, which will always be equal to whichever
of Jm or J ′m has numerator independent of m.
By the algorithm for the action of f on the Littelmann path piΛ, the
integral parts of the long paths are reflected, and the pairs of short straight
paths are translated, as was true in the r = 1 case. Furthermore, for i < k,
the formula for Im or I ′m respectively, with m = n′i, is just the number of
addable nodes in segment i which do not open a new partition.
As happened in the case r = 1, since the hubs θm occur as a continuous
series down to the end with a fixed numerator, they have exactly the form
needed for the oscillating part of the segment i. A new piece is added at the
beginning of the oscillating part, and the short straight piece at the end joins
up with the long path of the segment after. Thus all we have to check is that
each reflected long path
I¯n′
i
dn′
i
+1
θn′i+1, when joined with J¯n′i+1θn′i+1, gives the
correct long path for the new segment i in λ∗ or in λ′, depending on whether
we are widening or deepening.
We now consider our two operations:
Case 1: Double Widening. Suppose λ ends at row tk in partition w, all
remaining partitions being ∅. Let m = n′k. When we start to widen, our last
non-zero partition ends in a singleton, for which we would have a long path of
-length I ′m = Im + 1. However, since we want to widen, we will only reflect
this long path Im times, leaving a piece of -length 1 which is a multiple of
θn′k , with which we will begin when we want to open a new segment. Letting
m = n′i, we calculate the coefficient of the hub θm+1 and compare it with
e∗m − e∗m+1. When we first begin to widen after the pseudo-floor or after a
series of deepening opearations, we have n′i = ti, so we are in case I
′
m for
segment k. However, having decided to widen, we divide the long path into
three segments:
Im
dm+1
θm,
1
dm+1
θm, Jmθm
We reflect only the first, leaving the second as a transit path which will allow
us to begin deepening again when we choose. For m 6= n′i, we are in case Im
when the segments ends in the middle of a partition and case I ′m when the
segments ends at the boundary between two partitions. However, in all the
cases, we have that the relevant I¯m equals c∗m+1 − cm+1
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[
Im
dm+1
+ qm+1
]
θm+1 =
[
c∗m+1
dm+1
− cm+1
dm+1
+
cm+1
dm+1
− cm+2
dm+2
]
θm+1
=
[
c∗m+1
dm+1
− c
∗
m+2
dm+2
]
θm+1
=[e∗m+1 − e∗m+2]θm+1.
Case 2: Deepening. There are two subcases, just as there were with r = 1.
If we are continuing to deepen a multipartion which ends in a singleton,
then we are using the option I ′m. If we are starting a new segment with a
singleton, then we must use the transit path of  length 1, whose hub is a
multiple of θtk , to begin the new long path for the new segment k + 1. In
both cases we once again get
[
Im
dm+1
+ qm+1
]
θm+1 =
[
c′m+1
dm+1
− cm+1
dm+1
+
cm+1
dm+1
− cm+2
dm+2
]
θm+1
=
[
c′m+1
dm+1
− c
′
m+2
dm+2
]
θm+1
=[e′m+1 − e′m+2]θm+1
Finally, we come to the tail, which is a multiple of Λ of 0-length a − w
if w < a and a multiple of s0Λ of 1-length r − w if w ≥ a. If λ ends in a
singleton, and if we want to open y new partitions to get λ¯, then in the first
case, for y < a − w, then we currently have c0 = a − w and c1 = w. The
new multipartition will have c¯0 = a − w − y and c¯1 = c1 + y = w + y. We
thus get I ′1 = c¯1 − c1 = y. Meanwhile, q1θ1 = e1 − e2. Unlike the cases of
widening and deepening, when b 6= 0, this will be a long path with 1-length
wb
a . Adding the reflection of
y
aΛ to
y
aθ1 will give a path with hub
(w+y)b
a θ1.
In all the cases with b 6= 0, we have c2 = c¯2 = wb, so we get
[
I ′0
d1
+ q1
]
θ1 =
[
c¯1
d1
− c1
d1
+
c1
d1
− c2
d2
]
θm+1
=
[
c¯1
d1
− c2
d2
]
θ1
=[e¯m+1 − e¯m+2]θm+1
When b = 0, if tk = `, the shortened tail will be attached to yaθ1 of
1-length y, which will, in turn, be attached to a long path `w`a θ`, of -length
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`w. The special case that ` = 1 occurs when we add the new partitions onto
the transit path created when we widen a segment which is the only row in
λw, the last non-empty partition.
When all the 0-corner partitions have been filled in, we have br+aθ1 of
1-length b, and we begin to cut away pieces of this as we fill up the empty
partitions. The procedure is the same, except that now we start with m = 1
and we do not need to worry about the special case of b = 0.
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